“Mintel’s research shows that, when it comes to choosing a travel policy, a much greater proportion of people are swayed by price than important product features such as cover limits and excess levels.”
– Sarah Hitchcock, Senior Financial Services Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

Moreover, many consumers assume that their policy will cover all eventualities, including an airline going bust and accidents caused by excessive alcohol consumption. It follows, therefore, that changing consumer perceptions and improving understanding of the product need to remain key objectives for providers.

- FCA’s new signposting rule will boost the profile of specialist providers
- Opportunity to grow interest in, and take-up of, supplier failure cover

DID YOU KNOW?
This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a more holistic view of this market
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The Consumer – What You Need to Know

Nearly two fifths of UK adults are affected by a medical condition, either directly or indirectly

An estimated 24 million UK adults went abroad in 2019

Most bought a policy especially for their last trip

Roughly one in five people affected by a medical condition obtained cover via a specialist adviser

Gaps in consumer knowledge around common policy exclusions

Pre-travel preparations show reliance on traditional paper documents
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One in five have experienced difficulty getting travel insurance due to a medical condition
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Pre-existing medical issues are not just an issue for over 55s

Insurance Cover for Last Trip Abroad

71% have travelled abroad within the past three years
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Strong correlation between overseas travel and household income

Medical issues do not make people any less likely to go abroad on holiday
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No improvement in the proportion of uninsured travellers

Figure 29: Proportion who bought travel insurance for their last trip abroad, by health status, November 2019

Product penetration is higher among those affected by a medical condition

Almost one in five already had cover in place
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Around half used a price comparison site
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A fifth sought advice or recommendations prior to purchase

Those with a pre-existing medical condition are more likely to seek advice

Figure 31: Sources used to help find travel insurance policy, by health status, November 2019

Price is the primary consideration

Figure 32: Factors influencing policy selection, by type of policy bought, November 2019

Price comparison website users are more likely to be swayed by Defaqto star ratings

Figure 33: Factors influencing policy selection, by sources used, November 2019

Getting cover is more of a focus for those with medical issues

Figure 34: Factors influencing policy selection, by health status, November 2019

Awareness of Common Policy Stipulations and Exclusions

Gaps in consumer knowledge are evident
A third are unaware about exemptions for alcohol-related incidents

Adults who bought an annual policy in the past year are the most informed

56% of adults take a paper copy of their travel policy when they go abroad

Age determines behaviour

Those with a medical condition are more likely to research healthcare provision

Only 30% review their travel policy documents in preparation for a trip abroad
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